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Collapse Topics
Expand Topics

CN: Gross Domestic Product: Quarterly
CN: Gross Domestic Product
CN: GDP: Secondary Industry(SI)
CN: GDP: SI: Industry
CN: GDP: SI: Industry Mining
CN: GDP: SI: Industry Manufacturing
CN: GDP: SI: Industry. Electricity, Gas and Water Production and Supply
CN: GDP: SI: Construction
CN: GDP: TI: Tertiary Industry(TI)
CN: GDP: TI: Transport, Storage and Post
CN: GDP: TI: Information Transmission, Computer Service and Software
CN: GDP: TI: Wholesale and Retail Trade
CN: GDP: TI: Accommodation and Catering Trade
CN: GDP: TI: Banking and Insurance
CN: GDP: TI: Real Estate
CN: GDP: TI: Leasing and Commercial Service
CN: GDP: TI: Scientific Research, Polytechnic Service and Geological Prospecting
CN: GDP: TI: Resident and Other Service
CN: GDP: TI: Education
CN: GDP: TI: Health Care, Social Security and Welfare
CN: GDP: TI: Culture, Sport and Entertainment
CN: GDP: TI: Public Administration and Social Organization
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Farming, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fishery
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Geological Prospecting and Water Conservancy
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Transport Storage
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Post and Telecommunications
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Social Services
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Health Care, Sports and Social Welfare
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Education, Culture and Arts, Radio, Film and TV
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Scientific Research and Polytechnic Services
CN: (DC)GDP: TI: Government Agencies, Parties and Social Organization
CN: GDP: TI: Other

CN: Gross National Income

CN: Flow of Funds: Use: Income from Proprietary Financial Institutions
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